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Both classical and modern Thermodynamics have hither
to been confined to the treatment of the influence of heat on 
material substances up to the stage of chemical decomposition 
and vaporisation (or atomisation). The successive stages which 
come up for treatment can be thus schematically written :-

Phase. Ph'!nomenOn. Ex:ampl~. 

Solid 
} 

Ice. 
Liquefaction. 

Liquid Water. 
} Va porisation 

Gas H20 (Steam). 
(Consisting of molecules) } Decomposition. 

Gas H~, O~. 
(Cons;,tmg of co.sti- } 

tueot atoms}. Atomisation 

Gas H, O. 
(Elementary) 

What happens when the gaseous mass consisting pttrel,7 
of atoms is furher heated? The problem has not merely an 
academic interest; for though the temperatures we are 
considering may not be commanded in the Laboratory, such 
is usually the case in tp.e Stellar universes with which we are 
acquainted through their spectra. 

* An introduction and synopsis of the following four papers I:o-;;;;-a;;i= 
ented to the Phil. Mag. 

Paper A. Ionisation in the Solar Chromosphere. 
~. 00 the Problems of Temperature-Radiation of Gases. 
U. On Elements in the Sun. 
D. On the Harvard-Ola.l!8ification of Stella.r Spectra. 
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The answer to the problem raised easily follows from 
considerations of the Rtltherford-Bohr theory of the atom viz" 
further heating of the gaseous mass will cause ionization,i.e. 
some of the atoms will lose one electron, and under particular 
conditions of temperature and pressure, a definite chemical 
equilibrium will be established between the neutral atoms, the 
atoms which have lost one electron and the electrons split Df, 
according to the scheme 

Ca--;> Ca+ +e I) 
-(---

That this will be the case may be seen from the fact that 
at high temperatures, many metals throw off copious quanti
ties of electrons in these sUbstances (Tungsten for example), 
ionization precedes liquefaction, just as in camphor, carbon 
and other volatile substances, vaporization (sublimati'on) 
precedes liquefaction. 

ThE-se problems were foreshadowed by Nernst in his book 
"Das Neue Warmesatz", for in page J54, we come across the 
fonowing passage, :-

't<Die th'ermisQhe Diss~)Ziation eines 'Atoms in das positive 
Ion und das negative E1ectron ist also eindeutig. bestimmt 
wenn Wir die Dissoziatio~warme kennen. Letzere ist in 
gewissen Fallen durch das Bohrsche Atommodell 'geg~bea, 
wenn freilich dieser Weg zurzeit Ruch 11'och einigermassen 
hypothetisch ist". 

The equation of chemical equilibrium of the process (r) is 

given by Nerm1t's la'w of Reaction-isochore, 

log K=Jo~ ;.;,2 p=_~_ +Jng T .»yCp+~ 
" I-X2 2'3RT R R . 

Where x is t.he fraction of the total number of atoms dis
sociated, 
U.". heat of ionisation, ill the energy-relation ea- Oa++E:'" U 
ll'YCp .... Sum of the atomic specific heats of the reacting atoms 

including the electroll, 
ll'YC=Sum of the chemical constants of the reacting atoms 

including the. electron. 
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As suggested by Nernst, the specific heat at constant 
pressure of the electron is ~ R (assuming the electron to be a 
monatomic gas) and its chemical constant can be calculated 
from the Tetrode-Sackur formula 

C=-1·6+·~ log M, 
if we put M, the atomic weight of the electron=T"l:nr. 
Eggert assumes the chemical constant of Ca and Ca + to be 
equal. 

The formula finally stands as 

10g~P=-~ +~logT-6·s· 
I -x· z'3R I 

The value of V still remains undetermined. At this place, 
Nerost's suggestion is entirely misleading, for the ionisation
potential of elements as determined by Franck and Hertz, 
Mackenan and others gives us the most exact data for the 
calculation of V, and it is unnecessary. to introduce any 
artificial hypothesis for calculating V, as Eggert has done. 

The ionization-potetitial gives us the amount of energy 
which is required for tearing the outer-most electron from 
an atomic system to infinity. The quantity U (heat of 
ionisation for a gm-atom) can therefore be calculated from 
the relation, 

u= eVN N=Avogadro Number, 
300 J ' J =Mechanical Equivalent of Heat . . 

In cases where the ionisation-potential is not known, its 
value can be calculated from spectroscopic data from the 
value of (I, s ) which is the convergence-frequency of the 
Principal series of the element, according to the quantum
reJo.tion. 

V=h(I,S}X30 0 
e 

With the aid of equation I), we can calculate and 
tabulate .the degree of ionisation of the following elements 
at definite temperatures and pressures : -

Mg, Ca. Sr, Ba, Na, K, Rb, Cs.-H, He. For otherelemen~ 
we have no satisfactory data. 

* Eggert's objec~was to verify Eddington's hypothesis of ionisation 
in the interior of 1i!tar~ 
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Tables of percentage ionisation have been prepared from 
formula), and successfully applied to the following astrophysi
cal problems, 

(I) Occurrence of Elements in the sun and stars. 
It has been shown that the alkali metals Rb, Cs are almost 

completely ionised in the sun, and hence cannot be detected 
by their ordinary lines. The lines of their ionized atoms lie 
in the ultra violet. K' (I. P=4'32 Volt) is 80% ionized, 
and hence is only feebly represented. Na (1. P= 5'12 Volt) 
is 60% ionized on the photosphere, but the ionization be. 
comes complete when the pressure faUsto 10-3 to 10-4 Atms 
and hence the D-lines are'confined to the lower layers of the 
cbromosphere. In the sunspots, temperature being diminished 
to about 5ooooK, the ionisation falls'down to 5% and hence 
the D-lines are greatly intensified. 

(2) The occur~ence of Enhanced lines in the chromospere. 
Of the alkaline earths, Ca is 30% ionized, while Sr and Ba 

are 50% and 60% ionized respectively. Hence on the 
photospheric level, we get not only the lines of Ca, Sr, 
and Ba, also" of Cat, SIt, SIt, Ba"', but at greater heights, 
owing to the fa.ll of pressure, ionization becomes almost COI.11-

plete. This explains the disappearance of the g-line of Ca. 
and of the corresponding lines of Sr and Ba, and exclusive 
occurrence of the Clnhanced lines in the high-level chroms
phere. The case of the Mg-lines is also successfully 
treated (With the aid of the following formala which 
represents the degree" of dissociation for diatomic molecule.) 

2 U 
log~P=- . RT +i log T+lloyC 

I-X, 23 

it is shown, that 8 2 and Q:I are completly dissociated into 
atoms not only in the sun, but also in sunspots, and are 
represented by their atomic spectra only. N2 may remain 
partly undissociated and hence show its molecular spectrum 
(the so--called cyanogen band). 

A method for dealing with the spectra of chemical com-
pounds is also fore-shadowed. 
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(3) It is shown from considerations of the Bohr-Som
merfeld-theory of spectral emssioll that the trallsitioll of an 
atom from a neutral state to the ion zed stale is flot abrupt, 
but is marked by successive states of equilibrium of the 
atomic system. In the normal state, the system 1ms the 
energy A-h (hs) eI, s), corresponding, to the possession of 
one quanta of angular momentum by the outermost vibratillg 
electron. The next stable states of the atom are marked by 
the energy-contents A-h{2,p), A-h(3,d) etc .. cOl'respondhlg to 
the possession of 2, 3-m quanta of radial angular momentum 
by the vibrating electron. Ionisation corresponds to m= co 

It therefore follows that radiation of normal lines will 
precede ionisation, and the order in which the liues will come 
out is -as follows' :-

(I, S)-(11I, p), (2, j)-em, d). (3, d)-(4, b) etc 
(2. s)-(m, p), etc 

T\le temperature, of emission of a certain group of lines 
therefore bears a relation to the temperature of ionisation of the 
atom, the general role being that the hig~er the temperature 
of complete ionisation, the higher is the temperature at 
which the gas canbe made to glow. It was shown that the 
existillg data on radiation of elements under a purely thermal 
stimulus can best be explained on the above hypothesis. 
Thus while elements like Ca possessing a low ionisation 
potential can be excited even in the flame, even the 
highest temperatures tail~to excite H~l O~, N2• A. which have 
very higb ionisation"potentials varying' fro1l1 (13' 6 to 25.6 
volts). In the'case of hydrogen, the temperature of complete 
ionisation· is about 22ooooK. and the temperature of 
emissioil for the Bahner lines is not le!':s than 450o"K. 
The corresponding figures for Helium are 3sooooK and 
12ooooK. 

(4). The second stage ionisation of elements. 
If P-r Atms, Ca becomes completely ionised whell T =: 

J300ooK. Beyol1d this stage, we have only Cat al0ll18. But 
this now begins to get further ionised. A theory of this 
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second-step ionisation is also worked out. The formula is 
approximately. 

-, U 
log --~- -- +.1) 100' T 6'~ 

(z+,\') (I-.17) - z'SRT :i f' - , 

With the aid of this formula, the second-step ionisation of 
of Ca, Sr, Ba. flfg, He have been calculated. 

The following table contains. the results of the appli
cation of the above fonnulce to problems of stellar spectra. 
A physical basis is thus proyided for the Harvard classifica
tion of stars according to the nature of their spectra. Column 
i5 shows the stellar-class at which the phenomena described 
under column I take place. -Thfs has been compiled from 
the Harvard Annals. The tel11pera,tur~ under column 2 has 
been calculated from the formulre ,giveb. ill the papers. 

Phenomena Temp. Press. Remarks, S~ellar-class. 

Appearance of K 50000 I Atm Beginning of the} M 
'Ionisation of Ca a 

Disappearance of G 
Appearance of Mg 

(4481) 
Disappearance of K 

".. of 4481 
Appearance of He 

Disappearance of He 
Luminescence of H 

begins at 
Luminescence of He 

begins at 
Maximum Lumines

cence of H 

19000° 

Z30000 

Ibuooo 

" 

" 
" 
'" 

Ca completely ionised B 8 
Begining of the roni-,} G -

Balion of Mg 0 

CaT completely ionised Od 
MgT " Oa 
Be~in:jing of t.he 10- } B3A 

msatlOn of He 
3000uo 10 - 5 He completely ionised Pe 

1 Atm. Apea-rance of (i,p}-orbit Mb 

1.1 (Z,P) Ao 

Ao 

Maximum Lumines-
cellce of He 17000"" BzA 
The conclusion is therefore made H The continuous 

variation of stellar spectral types, as observed by the Harvard 
.-\strophysiciists, can mainly be ascribed to the.yaryil1g value 
of the te1l1 perature of emission of the stellar atmosp~eresJ!. 

We can now furnish a complete .sehe,me of 'the. train of 
physical phenomena which we come across when, th~,tem
perature is gradually enhanced. 
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Phase. Phenomena. Example. 

Solid ...... "." ....... } 
Liq u efaction 

Liquid ................. 1 f Vaporization 
Gas " ....... , ... , ........ _ 

) Decomposition attended 
~ with t he emission of 

Gas (molecules of J H 2o-spectrum 
the constituents) ) 

A tomisation (Emission 
L of the molecular Spec. 

Gas (Atoms with J truro). 
(1, s) orbits) 

} 
Emission of 

Gas (Atoms with (I, $) -(nz, P) lines. 

Emission -of 
(2) p) orbits) } 

Gas (Atoms with (2. p)-(m, t/) lines. 
(3,. d) orbits 

Ionisation 
(First Step) 

Gas (Positively 
charged atom and 
the electron. } Ionisativn. 

(Second Step). 
Gas (Atom with 2 
plus charges & 
electron. 

Ice 

\Vater 

Steam 

H.O, 

H+,e 
Cai-,e 

Temp 

etc. tm in the interior of stars, the whole mass consists of 
positive nucleii, and electrons. 

The theory probably' also provides us with tIle long
sought for source of steller energy. It is well· known that 
neither the energy of gravitational contraction nor the 
energy of radioactive disintegration suffice for this purpose. 
All observational data point out that the source is of the 
nature of latent heat, and it is only one step to conclude this 
heat is provided when, owing to a fall of temperature, a 
fraction of ionised atoms combines with electrons producing 
the neutral atom, or the ionised atom with one plus charge 
less, with the liberation of the latent heat of ionisation. The 
general trend of this source of heat will be to retard the 
progress of cooling, and it can come to action only at 
about 4000~. 
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